International SOS has launched a new version of the members’ home that brings together medical, security and travel information and combines traveler- and expatriate-oriented information from Country Guides and Travel Security Online. The easy-to-use site seamlessly merges all information together in one, convenient location.

**Home page**

1. Search for the **country or disease** you are interested in, assisted by auto-complete
2. Navigate to a **country**
3. Choose another **language** (if available)
4. Navigate to a **disease**
5. Email **alerts sign up**
6. Access **Travel Security Online**
7. **Sign out** of the site
8. Links to other **International SOS services** you have access to
1. Tabs to Security, Medical and Travel information

2. Tab to city profiles in the country

3. Medical and Travel risk ratings for a quick snapshot of the level of risk in the country

4. Risk summary for advice on the main travel and security risks you may face at your destination